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Preformed donor specific HLA antibodies lead to 

hyperacute rejection 



Consequences of Pre-formed Donor-
Specific HLA Antibody 

•Hyperacute rejection 

•Delayed graft function 

•Accelerated acute rejection  

•Chronic rejection 

•Prolonged waiting times 

•No transplantation 

 



Original PARADIGM  

The pre-transplant crossmatch 
is the most important test 

performed by the HLA 
laboratory! 
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Complement Dependent Cytotoxicity (CDC) Crossmatch 









Assay Improvements 

























Virtual Crossmatch Definition  

A virtual crossmatch is an assessment 
of immunologic compatibility based 
on the recipient’s alloantibody profile 
compared to the donor’s 
histocompatibility antigens.  
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What are the potential benefits of virtual 
crossmatches for patients?  

• Less time needed for evaluation of compatibility; results in more 
efficient use of the system  

• Reduced cold ischemia time  

• Facilitates matching over larger geographic area, renal paired 
donations, and the transplantation of more highly sensitized pts  

• Can result in improved access for sensitized patients  

• Increased sensitivity and specificity of testing can lead to a 
better matched donor/recipient  

 



What are the potential benefits of virtual 
crossmatches for patients? -cont’d  

•More specific than serologic crossmatch  

•Less likely to deny access for a false positive physical 
crossmatch  

•Reduced cost  

•Does not preclude the performance of a physical XM; 
however, this may be completed concurrent with or after 
transplantation  

•Aids in risk assessment for patient desensitization needs  



Potential Benefits-cont’d  

Laboratories?  

• Increased efficiency, which allows for more focus on 
patients with problems and results in cost savings  

•Decreased on-call time expenditure by testing personnel  

•Allows for better coordination and communication with 
transplant programs  

• Improved quality management with better patient and 
transplant program satisfaction  



Transplant programs?  

• Reduced ischemia time  

• Improved access to transplantation for immunologically and geographically disadvantaged 
candidates, which results in improved transplant physician and patient satisfaction  

• Fewer unexpectedly positive physical crossmatches leads to more efficient use of transplant 
personnel  

• Improved risk assessment for rejection  

• Allows for optimized immunosuppression and desensitization protocols  

• Flexibility in managing transplant related logistics (i.e. OR schedules)  

• Cost savings  

 

Potential Benefits-cont’d  







Options for highly sensitized patients 

• Transplantation with an HLA identical or compatible donor. 

 

• Do not accept that the patient is sensitized to the donor and 
try to remove the antibodies (desensitization). 

 

• Accept that the patient is sensitized and try to facilitate 
allocation of crossmatch negative donor kidneys i.e. paired 
kidney transplantation. 



Inclusion in the AM program increases the chance to 

receive a transplant 



Graft survival compared to patients transplanted via 
standard ET-KAS 



Graft survival in re-transplant recipients 



Positive identification of acceptable mismatches leads to a 

better graft survival than avoidance of unacceptable 

mismatches 



Highly sensitized patients within ET benefit from 

transplantation via AM program 



In contrast to ET-KAS allocation, no HLA match 

effect in acceptable mismatch (AM) transplant 









One antibody can bind to multiple HLA molecules 



One HLA has multiple antibody targets 

















Transfusion-induced HLA antibodies are not stable, 

and do not rebound following heart transplantation 



HLA Antibodies - Consideration 

Pts make antibodies due to prior transplant, pregnancies and transfusions 

HLA antibodies are generally reactive to multiple antigens (CREG) 

Candidates with multiple CREG Abs are hard to find a compatible donor 

HLA-DQ, DR53C, A2C antibodies are more frequent and strong, and thus 
most immunogenic – hard to remove; should be considered for matching 

HLA-C and DP Abs with MFI<5000 do not cause positive crossmatch 

DP antibodies are less pathogenic and amenable by IVIg 

Transfusion-induced HLA antibodies are transient, and do not rebound 
following  transplantation 



Can we do a virtual 

crossmatch 

We are doing it now 

(But not well…) 
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Antibody Detection Methods 





Evolution of HLA Antibody Detection 
Cytotoxicity                Enhanced Cytotoxicity    Flow Cytometry  
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Bray et al  Immunol Res. 29:41, 2004 
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